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Abstract :-Clone detection is a process of detecting duplicate patterns which resembles the original. The process of 
clone detection has been carried out for several purposes like code clone identification, clone software 
identification, clone image detection, clone object detection and clone language identification. Textual techniques 
like dynamic pattern matching,  latent semantic indexing, dot plots and, Lexical Techniques like token based , line 
based approaches, and Syntactic Techniques like tree based approaches, metric based approaches and Semantic 
Techniques like Program Dependency Graph and  Hybrid approaches are used for detection of clones . The 
proposed method detects clones in Simulink based block diagrams. Still now this process has been carried out with 
graph based technique. The proposed model uses a weight assignment method to identify the clones in a faster and 
accurate manner. It can identify both exactly matched and similarly matched clones. The proposed method is 
evaluated with various experimental setup and the results are compared with the existing tools. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Model-driven architecture (MDA) is an approach for 
designing software and is used for the development 
of software systems. It provides a set of guidelines for 
the structuring of specifications, which are expressed 
as models. Model-driven architecture is a kind 
of domain engineering, and supports model-driven 
engineering of software systems. In recent years many 
organizations have started to focus its attention on 
MDA as an approach to application design. This is a 
very positive development for several reasons.  
 
MDA encourages well-organized use of system 
models in the software development process, and it 
reuses these models when creating families of 
systems. Matlab-Simulink is a popular MDA tool for 
designing software for small scale embedded systems 
to large scale flight control systems. An increasing 
demand for the embedded system, have created the 
need for automated system design. The MDA models 
thus created will be finally transformed in to source 

code which in turn is transformed in to the executable 
files. Since models become the main artifacts it has 
become a big concern to maintain the quality of the 
models. Duplications in such models have to be 
reduced to increase the maintainability and reusability 
of the models. 
 
Code cloning is a method of detecting clones in the 
code fragment with the help of the some metrics of 
similarity. The previous work done concentrated on 
detecting simple clones [1] and the higher level clones 
[2] in the software. Now the focus of the clone 
detection has been directed to MDA. In general, code 
clones may be described using the topology [3] [4] 
mentioned in Table 1. 
 
Like code cloning the duplication in the models are    
used to identify the duplicate parts in the models. 
Such duplicate parts when found can be included in 
the library and can be reused to reduce model size. 
Similarly the model similarity for the MDA can be 
categorized in to 4 types as mentioned in Table 2.  
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Table 1  Code Clone Types 

 

 
Table 2 Proposed Clone Types for Diagrams 

 
 
 

Fig. 1(a), 1(b)  Compared Simulink Models for Clone Type MS1 

 

Fig. 2(a), 2(b)  Compared Simulink Models for Clone Type MS2

 

 

Fig. 3(a), 3(b)  Compared Simulink Models for Clone Type MS3 

Types Description 
 Type 1 Identical code fragments except for variations in whitespace and comments. 
 Type 2 Syntactically identical fragments except for variations in identifiers, literals,  

 types ,layout and comments. 
 Type 3  Copied fragments with further modifications. Statements can be changed, added or 

removed in addition to variations in identifiers, literals, types, layout and comments.  
Type  4   Two or more code fragments that perform the same computation but implemented 

through different syntactic variants. 

Types Description 
MS1 An exactly same  model with same blocks, subsystems, and same naming 

sequences 
MS2 An exactly same  model with same blocks, subsystems but  with different 

naming sequences 
MS3 Isomorphic models 
MS4 Different Model architectures with similar subsystems 
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Subsystem 

 

Fig. 4(a), 4(b), 4 (c) , 4(d)  Compared Simulink Models for Clone Type MS4 
 

The proposed system is designed to find the clones 
in Simulink models and the clone thus found are 
categorized into the 4 types as given in Table 2 and 
the diagrammatic illustrations are shown in Fig. 1, 
Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 
 
Simulink is a environment for simulation and 
model–based design for creating dynamic and 
embedded systems. It is an extension to Matlab that 
helps us to build computer models using block 
diagram notation rapidly and precisely. Block 
diagram notation is a graphical representation of the 
dynamic models. A flowchart is also a graphical 
representation which describes the sequence of 
operations. In a flow chart only one block is active 
at a given time. In the case of simulink block 
diagrams, all the blocks in the block diagram may 
be active at one point of time. So the block diagram 
can be represented as a set of simultaneous 
equations. Simulink provides an interactive 
graphical environment and a customizable set of 
block libraries that helps us to design, simulate and 
implement a variety of systems. Some of the 
systems designed using this are communication 
systems, signal processing systems, control , video 
processing and Image processing systems.  
 
Simulink models are made up of entities called 
blocks. Blocks may be mathematical, boolean or 
structural. User–defined blocks may be defined, and 

the functionality can be defined by the user. Blocks 
can be connected to each other through input and 
output ports. The number of ports in a block can be 
fixed or variable depending on the function of the 
block. Blocks in a simulink models are connected 
using signal lines. The Signal lines connect the 
block’s output port to one or more input ports.The 
signals carry data through the signal lines.One 
important feature of simulink is that very complex 
models can be created with ease without losing the 
overview. 
 
In contrast to the text based programming languages 
where a lot of time is spent for developing the code, 
simulink is a quick way of developing models. The 
process of clone detection in models helps us to 
identify the duplicate patterns of models in earlier 
stage of program development. By removing 
duplicates at this stage will reduce the time and cost 
spent for the development and code thus developed 
will be free from clones and is easy for 
maintenance. 
 
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes about the related work, Section 3 explains 
about the methodology for the proposed system, 
Section 4 describes the experiments and compares 
the results with the existing results and Section 5 
gives the conclusion and future work. 
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2. Related Work 
 
A model is a collection of logical entities which 
describe the system at multiple levels of abstraction. 
There is a lot of previous work carried out to detect 
clones in the models. 
 
Source Code classification for clone detetction  has 
been given by Roy and Cordy [5] and classification 
for the source code has been well defined but the 
author in [6] has given a new classification of 
clones in visual dataflow languages. The clones in 
dataflow languages are classified into 4 types from 
DF0 to DF3. 
 
Clone Detective [7] is a state-of- the-art tools for 
detecting clones in models. It covers all the groups 
form DF0- DF4 to detect exact clones. The clone 
detective tool is open source tool for clone detection 
in models. The  tool is implemented  as ConQAT[8]  
and  is  able to detect exactly matched and 
approximate model clones.This tool uses a graph 
based approach whereas the proposed work uses the 
weight assignment method for detecting the clones.  
 
Model CD is a clone detection framework for 
detection  of clones in Simulink models proposed 
by Pham.et.al [9] in the year 2009. The framework 
comprises of two algorithms escan and ascan . The 
escan algorithm is designed to find the clones of the 
type DF0 to DF2 and the ascan algorithm finds the 
clones of DF3.  
 
The work by Liu et al. [10] finds out duplicate 
patterns in UML sequence diagrams. With special 
preprocessing the 2 dimensional diagram is 
converted in to a one dimensional array. A special 
algorithm is designed to detect common prefixes of 
suffixesThey represent sequence diagram as an 
array and then build a suffix tree for it. The 
algorithm ensures that every duplication detected 
with the suffix tree can be extracted into a separate 
reusable sequence diagram. 
 
Ren et al. [11] is used to detect clones in sequence 
diagrams and then to refractor them. The detection 
process is not fully automated. It extends the 
concept of refactoring to scenario based 
specifications and are described using a Message 
Sequence Chart. 

 
The paper in [12] detects and visualize differences 
between different versions of UML documents such 
as class and object diagrams. It shows a unified 
document which contains the common and specific 
parts of both base documents and the specific parts 
are highlighted. In this approach the software 
documents are  stored as syntax trees in XML files 
or in a repository system, and the version 
management system supports fine-grained data. The 
difference computation algorithm detects structural 
changes and enables their appropriate visualization.  
 
UMLDiff proposed in [13] is an algorithm for 
automatically detecting structural changes between 
the designs of subsequent versions of object-
oriented software. It takes as input two class models 
of a Java software system. It produces as output a 
change tree and reports it in terms of additions, 
removals, moves, renaming of packages, classes, 
interfaces, fields, methods, changes to their 
attributes  and  changes of the dependencies among 
these entities. UMLDiff produces an accurate report 
of the design evolution of the software system, and 
enables subsequent design-evolution analyses from 
multiple perspectives in support of various 
evolution activities. It can assist software engineers 
in their tasks of understanding the rationale of 
design evolution of the software system and 
planning future development and maintenance 
activities.  
 
Komondoor and Horwitz [14] uses Program 
Dependence Graphs to detect clones in models. The 
novel aspect of this  approach is the use of program 
dependence graphs and program slicing to find 
isomorphic PDG subgraphs that represent clones. It 
also finds non-contiguous clones, clones in which 
matching statements have been reordered, and 
clones that are intertwined with each other. The 
clones that are found are likely to be meaningful 
computations, and thus good candidates for 
extraction. 
 
Many approaches for code clone detection like 
Token-based approaches, Tree-based approaches, 
AST–based approaches and PDG based approaches 
has been proposed and a survey of all these 
approaches can be found in [15]. 
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Algorithm for Clone Detection in Diagrams 

Step 1: Get theQuery model as input. 
Step 2: Identify  the real blocks in the query model 
Step 3: Check  for connections between block in  
            Query Models. 
Step 4: Separate the subsystems and identify the    
             inner  blocks. 
Step 5: Assign Weights for the Query Model 
Step 6: Assign weights for all the models in the   
            database . 
Step 7: Compare weights of Query model with  
             database  models. 
Step 8: Identify the clone based on compared weights. 
 
 

 

E.Arora  et al. [16] have conducted a study to  all 
the models defined in UML including internal and 
External Structure of UML They have also 
reviewed some of the techniques available for the 
Model Clone Prevention and Detection.  
 
Stephan M et al. [17] have presented a state of 
model comparison and it applies to Model-Driven 
Engineering. They have concentrated specifically at 
model matching approaches, the application of 
these approaches, and the types of models that these 
approaches are intended to work with. It also also 
indicates future trends and directions. 
 
 Alalfi M. H et al. [18] describes the plan to adapt 
mature code-based clone detection techniques to the 
efficient identification of near-miss clones in 
models. The goal of their work is to leverage 
successful source text-based clone detection 
techniques by transforming graph-based models to 
normalized text form in order to capture 
semantically meaningful near-miss results that can 
help in further model analysis tasks. NiCad code 
clone detector is used to identify near-miss 
Simulink model clones at the “system” granularity 
and has been extended to  Simulink “model” and 
“block” granularities as well. 
 
Al-Batran B et al. [19] have used  the concept of 
normal forms, to find the clones in models and has 
also extended  it to cover semantic clones with 
identical behavior but different structures. It also 
presents a generalized concept of clones for 
Simulink models, describes a pattern-based normal-
form approach, and discusses about results and 
implementation. 
 
The work in [20] uses Mutation Analysis for  
devising and validating new clone detection 
techniques and tools. It also implements a 
framework for evaluating Simulink model clone 
detectors. It includes a taxonomy of Simulink 
mutations, Simulink clone report transformations, 
and more. It  outlines  the method for calculating 
precision and recall, also discusses areas of future 
work, including semantic clone mutations, and 
developing framework implementations for other 
model types, like UML.  
 
 

3. Clone Detection for Simulink 
 
3.1 Methodology 

The architecture for clone detection is shown in Fig 
5. It takes the Query model as the input, identifies 
the weight of the query model and the database 
model and finally compares it. The algorithm for 
the proposed model is shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 Algorithm for clone detection 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2 Various Stages of Clone Detection 
 

3.2.1 Query model 
 

The query model is a Simulink model which is to be 
checked for clone with the existing Simulink 
models in the database. It is the input for the whole 
process of clone detection. The query model can be 
one among the database models or a new unknown 
model. For the query model which is unknown to 
the database, the result will not display any clone. If 
the query model is a model in the database with 
some changes, the result will display the query 
model and the cloned database model. After getting 
query model further processing is carried out. 
 
3.2.2 Weight Identification      

 
 This process assigns weights for each block in the 
model. It consist of four modules Real block 
identification, Connection Checking, Subsystem 
checking and Weight assignment. 
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Fig. 5 Architecture for clone detection in Simulink 
models 

3.2.2.1 Real Blocks Identification    
 

Simulink model is made up of both inbuilt blocks 
and subsystems. The inbuilt block is a pre-defined  
block present in the Simulink library, and the 
subsystem is a group of inbuilt blocks. This module 
converts the existing blocks names into real block 
names. The process of identifying the blocks and 
converting their names into original names as 
present in the Simulink library is called as real 
block identification. For example if a Simulink 
query model consists of three blocks named Input, 
Subsystem and Output, each of these blocks is to be 
checked for its presence and name in the Simulink 
library. 

  
                                 

      Fig. 6 Simulink Query Model 
 
 
Initially in Fig. 6.the first block input is taken, and 
compared with all blocks in Simulink library and its 
real name is identified as step. Similarly the other 
two blocks are identified as subsystem and scope 
respectively and is shown in Fig. 7. For each and 
every block in the query model the user-defined 
names specified and the identified real names are 
collected and saved for future use.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7  Real Names and Modified Names 
 
 

3.2.2.2 Connection Checking 
     

After identifying real names, the next step is to 
check for connections. The  block with the real 
names, identified from the previous part are taken 
and placed in an empty model and their 
corresponding connections are drawn (i.e.) step’s 
output terminal is connected to the input terminal of 
subsystem block and output terminal of subsystem 
is connected to the scope’s input terminal. After 
designing this, the block is checked with the query 
model for presence of similar connections. For the 

Query Model with 
Real names

•Input 
•Subsystem
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•Subsystem
•Scope
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Real block 
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model mentioned in Fig. 6 , based on the 
connections the paths  are represented as Step\ 
Subsystem \1\Scope and Step\Substystem \2 
\Scope”.     
    

 
 

     Fig. 8 Connection Checking 
 

3.2.2.3 Subsystem Separation 

The query model given as input may contain  real 
blocks or both real blocks and subsystems. 
Subsystems are group of the inbuilt blocks in the 
simulink library grouped for a particular purpose. 
Since all the  blocks in the query model are re-
named with their real names , further  the 
subsystems has to be re-named. The sub-systems 
are re-named as subsystem1, subsystem2 as in Fig. 
8. After the overall naming process is completed, 
the subsystems are taken separately  to  re-name the 
inner blocks. The same process used for naming 
real blocks in query model is followed for 
subsystem re-naming. After subsystem re-naming 
paths for the Fig. 9 are mentioned as 
“Inport\Gain\Outport1”, “Inport\PID\Transfer 
Function\Outport2”. 
 

 

   Fig. 9  Subsystems inside the main system 
 

3.2.2.4 Weight Assignment 

After the completion of assigning real names for the 
entire query model, the whole system is to be 
assigned with weights in order to compare them 
with all database models. From the real names 
created and path formed with those real names the 
weights are calculated. It is calculated by finding 
the sum of the ASCII values of all the characters in 
the path.A list of ASCII values are shown in the 

Table 4. The path for the main system is identified 
as step\subsytem\scope.The ASCII values of the 
step is 412 , the ASCII value for subsystem is 943 
and the ASCII value for scope is 506. Therefore  the 
weights for Fig. 6 is shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 4. ASCII Values 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Table 5. Weight assignment for the main system 

 

Block Step Step-
Subsystem 

Step-
Subsystem-

Scope 
Weight 412 412-943 412-943-506 

 
3.3 Weight Assignment for Subsystem 

The above Fig. 6 has two subsystems mentioned in 
Fig. 9. The path for the above subsystem is 
“subsystem1\input port\gain\output port1”, and 
“subsystem2\input port\PID\Transfer Function\ 
output port2” and their weights are mentioned in 
Table 6 and Table 7. 

Table 6. Weight assignment for the subsystem 1 

Block Inport Inport- 
PID 

Inport-
PID-

Transfer 
Function 

Inport – 
PID-

Transfer 
Function- 
Outport 

Weight 636 636-

221 

636-221-

1084 

636-221-

1084-765 

ASCII Code Value 
45 hyphen(-) 
46 . 
47 / 

48 to 57 0 to 9 
58 : 
59 ; 
60 < 
61 (=) 
62 > 
63 ? 
64 @ 

65 to 90  A to Z 
97 to 122 a to z 
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Table  7. Weight assignment for the subsystem 2 
 

Block Inport Inport-
Gain 

Inport-Gain-
Outport 

Weight 636 636-415 636-415-765 

 
3.4    Weight Identification of Database Model 
 
The query model is now assigned real names, paths 
and weights. In order to identify whether the given 
query model is a clone or not we need to compare it 
with original models. This comparison is carried out 
only with the help of weights assigned to query 
model. So the original models in the database have 
to be assigned weights in the same manner such that 
the comparing process becomes easier. Weights 
assigned for the database models are collectively 
saved as another database with weights and its 
corresponding model names. 
3.5   Comparison 
The final process in the clone detection is the 
comparison process. For comparison two 
parameters are required, they are the weights 
assigned for query model and the weights assigned 
for the database models. In the above mentioned 
model example the weights assigned finally are 
412-943-506. The weight of the  main model and 
the weight of the subsystems are compared with the 
weights in the database. If any database model 
matches with the query models main system or 
subsystem  then they are displayed as clones.If both 
the main model and the subsystem matches with the 
query model then the whole system is displayed as a 
clone. 
 

 
 
Fig. 10 Comparing Database Model Weights With 
the Query Model Weights 
 
4. Experiments and Results 
The Open source Simulink model based systems  
Sim_labs and the Seminar Designs taken  for our 
study  are available from Source-Forge and 
MATLAB Center . For the two systems considered  

number of clones and its  clone pairs are  extracted 
from the ConQat, aScan , eScan, and from the 
proposed method.  Fig. 11. Shows the results from 
the Clone Detective tool for the dataset Sim_Labs. 
Fig 12. Shows the results from the proposed model. 
Clone Detective identifies  3 clone pairs in 6 
seconds for the above dataset. Further for the same 
dataset the proposed model identifies 116 clone 
pairs in 10 seconds which are listed in Fig. 12. 
Similarly the proposed model is compared with the 
other exisiting tools eScan and aScan which are 
depicted in Table 8. 
 
When comparing with the identification of number 
of clone pairs in simulink_labs with the existing 
tools, Clone Detective tool identifies 3 clone pairs, 
eScan identifies 60 clone pairs, aScan identifies 105 
clone pairs and the proposed model  identifies 116 
Clone Pairs  Fig. 13. Shows that the proposed 
method identifies maximum number of clones pairs. 
Similarly for the dataset Seminar Design Clone 
Detective tool identifies 29 clone pairs, eScan 
identifies 46 clone pairs, aScan identifies 67 clone 
pairs and the proposed model  identifies 74 Clone 
Pairs. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. Comparision of Clone Pairs 
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Fig. 11 Result of  ConQat - CloneDetective for Sim_labs 
 

 
 

Fig. 12 Results of Proposed Model for Simulink_labs 
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Table  8. Comparison of the results from  tools. 

 

 
 
Fig. 14. Comparision of the Simulink models with 
Time (Sec) 

When comparing the execution time of 
simulink_labs to identify the  number of clone pairs 
with the existing tools, ConQat tool executes in 6 
seconds, eScan executes in 120 seconds, aScan 
executes in 1.4 seconds and the proposed model 
executes in 10 seconds  Fig. 14. Shows that the 
proposed method takes minimum time to find 
maximum number of clones pairs. Similarly for the 
dataset seminar_designs the existing tools, ConQat 
tool executes in 77 seconds, eScan executes in 300 
seconds, aScan executes in 6.8 seconds and the 
proposed model executes in 9 seconds. 
 

5. Conclusion 

UML diagrams and MDA have become popular in 
recent days, so that with the advent of these 
diagrams and architectures it becomes necessary to  
 

 
detect duplications in such formats. In this research 
we have analyzed the reasons for duplications in 
Simulink diagrams and  a new methodology has 
been proposed to detect the clones in UML diagram 
using the method of weight assignment. Previously 
lot of tools of available for the detection of clones in 
models, but the proposed method puts forth a new 
algorithm which uses the weight factor for 
detection. Most of the approaches which have been 
previously studied, have also detected the clones in 
models but they all use a graph based technique to 
detect the clones. While comparing with the other 
approaches, this work involves real block 
identification, subsystem separation, connection 
checking and puts forth a new algorithm which uses 
the weight factor for detection. The weight 
assignment method performs better when compared 
to the other methods which converts the query 
model in to a graph for the detection process. It can 
find out more clones in very less execution time 
when compared with the other tools like ConQat , 
eScan  and aScan. Further, this process is likely to 
be implemented to check for clones in various 
industrial projects for evaluations. Perhaps, it can 
also be extended to detect clones in process-
oriented models. 
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